Septic Troubleshooting Notes
Check Lowest Fixture Or Drain:
If problem is septic blockage, water should back up through any drain which is below level of
toilet when flushed. Check washing machine outlet, floor drain, bathtub, downstairs apartment,
or remove cleanout plug carefully (to avoid a flood). If no backup, problem likely with toilet or
other household plumbing only.

D-Box Problems:
If distribution box for side hill trench system is out of level, one trench may be taking all water
and "failing." Re-level pipes and block outlet to overloaded trench for several months. Or, roots
could be blocking one or more pipes. Remove roots and seal joints where roots entered if
possible. Note that an unlevel D box will not affect leach bed as severely, because water will find
its own level through stone.

Pumps and Floats:
Pumps and Floats: Exercise care handling pumps as they have 110- or 220-volt supply lines,
which may not have GFCIs (Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters). Some float systems (which turn
pump and alarm on and off) may also contain full line voltage. Use insulating rubber gloves and
follow procedures with a disinfecting hand wash for sanitation. Or call licensed plumber, if
required by code.
Note that GFCI protected submersible pumps will often trip the GFCI long before they fail. This
is due to a minute current leaking out of the pump and is not generally harmful. It is
recommended by experienced plumbers to NOT use a GFCI protected circuit for submersible
septic pumps.

Snake Safety:
Snake Safety: Exercise care using snake in cleanouts or drains as some waterborne diseases can
be transferred through contact. Use rubber gloves and surgical masks and follow with
disinfecting wash. Stiff garden hose can sometimes be used in place of snake. Disinfect after use.

Failed EDA Field:
Failed EDA Field:
Usually means soil plugged due to age, overuse, underdesign, lack of
maintenance, or a combination of these. Requires field replacement or rest. See: Glossary:
Alternating Fields.

Failed EDA Drywell:
Failed EDA Drywell: Usually means soil plugged due to age, overuse, under design, lack of
maintenance, or a combination of these. Requires field replacement or rest. Drywells can
sometimes be excavated around and repacked with crushed stone to create a new soil surface for
absorption. Check codes.

Pipe Problems:
Pipe Problems: Settling, breaking, crushing, pulling apart and backslope are installation related.
Freezing, plugging at joints, corrosion or decomposition and root plugging (though also caused
by poor installation) can occur later. Insulating, replacing, releveling, sealing joints, and properly
backfilling will resolve most problems.

Find Septic Tank:
Find Septic Tank: If no one knows the exact location of septic system components or has
an accurate plan to follow, start looking for septic tank outside of house where waste pipe exits
basement wall. (Note pipe direction through wall.) When plumbing exits below slab, check side
of house with roof vent, especially if most of plumbing is on that side of house. Look for spot on
the ground where snow melts first, grass turns brown or there is slight depression or mound.
Steel tanks will sometimes bounce slightly when jumped on, but be careful, steel lids rust out and
people have fallen in!
A thin steel rod with a tee handle makes a handy probe. Drive probe until achieving several
"hits" at the same depth with probe to indicate tank top. A metal detector can help locate even
concrete tanks and cesspool covers as they generally have steel reinforcing rods within. Another
trick is to insert a snake in the house cleanout and push it until it stops. Gently sliding the snake
against the inlet baffle can often send a shock that can be heard and/or felt at the ground surface
by a second person. (Note that sometimes a snake can curl up with a septic tank, or, particularly,
in a cesspool or drywell, because there is no inlet baffle, making this technique useless.)
If the snake hits an obstruction but cannot be felt at the surface, remove it from the cleanout and
measure its penetration into the pipe. Draw an arc on the ground at the distance of snake
penetration from the house and try again with the probe along this arc. Remember that the pipe
from the house may not be heading straight towards the tank or may have an elbow in it.
If all else fails, locate and uncover the waste pipe where it leaves the house and again every few
feet until the tank is located. Or ask previous owner, neighbor, or septic pumper who may have
serviced the system in the past.
Note: Devices are available that transmit a radio signal along a snake or from a
thin "mole" that can either be flushed or taped to the end of a snake. This signal is traced
by a receiver wand as the snake is pushed through the waste pipe often resulting in
uncanny accuracy unless the pipe is cast iron that shields the radio signal.

Determining The Type Of Tank Found:
Determining The Type Of Tank Found:
Primary / secondary septic tank. Two or more tanks
are used in some installations for better settling and detention of solids. First tank should have
fresh waste entering directly from the house. (Flush colored paper towel or similar recognizable
item down the toilet and watch it enter at inlet check point.) Second tank should have a little
floating grease and scum, with some settled sludge at the bottom, Note that a septic tank always
has an outlet unless it is being used as a holding tank.
Cesspool or drywell. Likely has no outlet and seldom has an inlet baffle. Liquid level could be
low in a septic tank if it is rusted out (steel tank) or if center seam leaks (concrete tank). If fresh
waste is present, see glossary: cesspool. If no fresh waste is present, see glossary: drywell.
One of a series of cesspools.
Grease trap. Found in restaurants, inns, markets, etc.
Pump tank (or pump chamber). Used if system is not gravity fed.
Note: Once you locate the septic tank, you may wish to have it pumped out. If water runs back
into septic tank from the outlet pipe when the tank is pumped out, system has probably failed.
See: 5. Failed EDA Field or 6. Failed EDA Drywell.

Inlet/Outlet Problems:
Inlet/Outlet Problems: Plugging often occurs from scum buildup within baffles, roots entering
through poorly sealed joints, tanks installed out-of-level or backwards, or pipes sticking into the
tank too far and nearly hitting baffles, blocking waste. Correct as needed.

Locating Field Or Drywell:
Locating Field or Drywell: Follow directions to 8. Find Septic Tank except start at the septic
tank outlet rather than at the house. Snake will not hit a baffle within a drywell as there is none.
It may or may not hit the side of a Distribution Box but could possibly pass through into one of
the outlet pipes if that pipe is in line with inlet. Serial distribution systems using one of the
newer plastic chamber or pipe systems (such as EnviroSeptic ) usually do not have a distribution
box so a snake will pass through from the connecting pipe into the distribution/absorption pipe.

